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Help protect your potential retirement income from
market fluctuations and help eliminate the risk of
outliving your income.

A variable annuity can be an integral part of your
long-term retirement planning strategy, helping you
overcome risks and providing important optional
benefits to help protect your financial future. Variable
annuities offer professionally managed investment
options, guaranteed death benefits and payment
options to help meet your retirement income needs.
You should always read the prospectus before
investing in a variable annuity to ensure that you also
understand the risks and charges.

Retirement Income Strategy
A retirement income strategy can help to ensure that
your assets last as long as your retirement. Life spans are
increasing and you should consider planning for income to
last well into your 90s. Couples age 65 today have a 50%
chance that one spouse will survive until age 92, and a 25%
chance that one spouse will reach age 97.
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The Ameritas Advisor No-Load VA is a low-cost, no
withdrawal charge, deferred variable annuity that allows
you to elect the Guaranteed Lifetime Withdrawal Benefit 2
(GLWB2) rider, for an additional charge. This can help you
ensure that your potential retirement income lasts as long
as your retirement.
What if you could eliminate the concern of running out
of money during retirement?
With the Guaranteed Lifetime Withdrawal Benefit 2
(GLWB2) rider, you will have the control and flexibility
to protect your retirement assets while you receive a
guaranteed source of income, regardless of your policy
value, for as long as you live.
When you elect the GLWB2 rider as part of your Ameritas
Advisor No-Load VA policy, you can feel comfortable
knowing that you have the opportunity to receive guaranteed
retirement income for life without giving up control of your
retirement assets. You retain control and you have access
to your money whenever you need it.* Remember that
any gains withdrawn are taxed as ordinary income and
may result in federal tax penalties if taken before age 59½.
Guarantees are based upon the claims-paying ability of
Ameritas Life Insurance Corp. (Ameritas Life).
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Source: Annuity 2000 Mortality Table, Society of Actuaries.
Figures assume a person is in good health.
Copyright: Diversified Services Group Inc.

The Effects of Volatility on Investment Returns and
Retirement Income
Volatility is a measure of the magnitude of up and down
fluctuations in the value of a financial instrument, index or
portfolio over time. The equity market has a tendency to
fall sharply during periods of high volatility and rise slowly
during periods of low volatility. Volatility can cause your
retirement savings to fluctuate dramatically from year to
year, if not day to day. Individual investors at times will sell
assets after large market declines and move to less-risky
assets, such as cash in an effort to avoid further loss. This
type of behavior often hurts overall returns as it locks in
significant losses. For investors in their retirement years this
can be further compounded by the effects of withdrawals.
Since the early 1950s, most attempts at smoothing ups
and downs in the market have relied heavily on asset
allocation—diversifying among asset classes that tend to
rise and fall independent of each other. In stable, growing
markets, asset allocation generally works. However, during
periods of sustained, negative market performance, asset
classes tend to decline together.
Beyond Asset Allocation—Volatility Management
The increasing correlation of the world’s economies
and tendency of asset allocation to break down through
contracting markets have led to the evolution of risk
management strategies to help weather volatility. By
employing a volatility management strategy in addition to
proper asset allocation, investors may be better positioned
to stabilize portfolio volatility, capture growth in up markets
and defend against losses during major downturns.

*	More than one withdrawal per policy year during the Accumulation Phase
will cause the policy to enter the Withdrawal Phase.
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Flexibility: You Are in Control

Volatility Managed Models

When you purchase an Ameritas Advisor No-Load VA and
elect the GLWB2 rider, you can customize your variable
annuity to help achieve your retirement goals. You have the
flexibility to choose when you start taking withdrawals based
on your individual situation. You have the option to focus
initially on guaranteed accumulation for retirement income or
begin guaranteed withdrawals as early as 30 days after the
policy is issued.

Once you elect the GLWB2 rider, you direct your policy
value into one of the permitted GLWB Models also known
as Volatility Managed Models or VM Models. Each of
these models consists of a 100% allocation to a volatility
managed portfolio:

If you are age 50 to 85 (age at nearest birthday)*** and would
like to begin taking guaranteed withdrawals, you can do
so 30 days after the issue date. This gives you immediate
access to your retirement assets. Or you can choose to elect
the GLWB2 rider if you are age 50 or older and defer taking
guaranteed income until a later date. During the deferral
period you will have a guaranteed return.
Whether you have many years left in the workforce, have
just started to plan for retirement, or have already entered
your retirement years, the flexible GLWB2 rider can work for
you by providing:
Control of your assets
The potential to keep pace with inflation
• The potential for downside principal protection
•	An opportunity to provide guaranteed lifetime income
for both you and your spouse from your non-qualified
or IRA assets**
• The potential to provide a legacy for your heirs
•
•

Election of the Guaranteed Lifetime Withdrawal
Benefit 2 Rider
The GLWB2 rider can be elected at the time of application
for your Ameritas Advisor No-Load VA if the youngest
covered person is at least age 50 and no more than 85
(age of nearest birthday)***. If you are under age 50, you
will be given the opportunity to add the rider on the policy
anniversary date nearest your 50th birthday. You have
the choice to select the Accumulation Phase or start the
Withdrawal Phase as soon as 30 days after the rider date.
You can select either the single life or the joint spousal
option. The current annual cost of the rider is 1.25%
(guaranteed not to exceed 2.00%) for the single life option
and 1.50% (guaranteed not to exceed 2.50%) for the joint
spousal** option. The rider charge is deducted from the
policy value monthly and is based on the rider charge
base. For a detailed explanation please see the Important
Definitions section.

**	Available for Non-Qulaified policies and IRA (Traditional, Roth, SEP,
and SIMPLE) policies only.
***	Your actual age can not be more than 85 years and six months to
purchase this rider.

VM growth model
For long-term investors who seek growth potential and
some current income, while seeking to manage overall
volatility. The Model is likely to experience fluctuation in
value. Losses are still possible.
Investment Options
Calvert VP Volatility Managed Growth Portfolio
TOTAL

Weight
100%
100%

Summary: Equities 75%, Fixed Income 25%
Targeted Volatility: 12%

VM moderate growth model
For long-term investors who seek a balance of current
income and growth potential, while seeking to manage
overall volatility. The Model is likely to experience some
fluctuations. Losses are still possible.
Investment Options
Calvert VP Volatility Managed
Moderate Growth Portfolio
TOTAL

Weight
100%
100%

Summary: Equities 60%, Fixed Income 40%
Targeted Volatility: 10%

VM moderate model
For investors who seek current income and modest
growth potential consistent with the preservation of
capital, while seeking to manage overall volatility. The
Model may experience fluctuations in value. Losses are
still possible.
Investment Options
Calvert VP Volatility Managed
Moderate Portfolio
TOTAL

Weight
100%
100%

Summary: Equities 45%, Fixed Income 55%
Targeted Volatility: 8%
Volatility managed funds seek to stabilize the volatility of a
portfolio to a predetermined target level. Unlike other investment
options, these funds may not perform as well in a rising market
but are designed to provide protection in a declining market.
Losses are still possible. See prospectus for complete details.
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These benefits are highlighted in the following three
distinct GLWB2 phases: Accumulation Phase,
Withdrawal Phase and Guaranteed Phase.

Rider Phases
accumulation phase
When you elect the GLWB2 rider in the Accumulation
Phase, you begin a 10-year period in which your Premium
Accumulation Value will be credited a guaranteed 5% annual
compounded rate of return (0% in policy years in which a
withdrawal is taken). At the beginning of the Accumulation
Phase, your Premium Accumulation Value is defined as the
initial premium if the rider is elected at issue of the policy. If
the rider is added later at your age nearest 50, the Premium
Accumulation Value will be the policy value on the rider date.
Basically your Premium Accumulation Value is the sum of
your premiums plus earnings.
Guaranteed Accumulation for Retirement Income
Assuming an initial $100,000 investment, your Premium
Accumulation Value (assuming no withdrawals) would
be guaranteed to grow to $162,889 at the end of 10
years even if the net investment return were negative. The
following hypothetical table is intended to show the effect
of the 5% compounded annual rate of return over 10 years
on an initial investment of $100,000. It is not intended to
predict or project investment results. The policy values
assume the maximum mortality and expense charge and
the maximum rider charge. Actual results will vary.
End of
Contract
Year

Gross
Annual
Return

Net Annual
Return

Policy
Value

Premium
Accumulation
Value

1

0.00%

-1.77%

$96,265

$105,000

2

0.00%

-1.77%

$92,499

$110,250

3

0.00%

-1.77%

$88,695

$115,763

4

0.00%

-1.77%

$84,851

$121,551

5

0.00%

-1.77%

$80,961

$127,628

6

0.00%

-1.77%

$77,021

$134,010

7

0.00%

-1.77%

$73,025

$140,710

8

0.00%

-1.77%

$68,968

$147,746

9

0.00%

-1.77%

$64,845

$155,133

10

0.00%

-1.77%

$60,649

$162,889

Net annual return assumes maximum Mortality and Expense charge of
0.80% and fund management expenses of the current VM- GLWB Models of
0.97%. The policy value also assumes the maximum GLWB2 rider expense
charge for single life of 2.00%.
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During the same 10-year period, the policy values on
each anniversary are tracked to determine the Maximum
Anniversary Policy Value.
Your Policy Value, Premium Accumulation Value and
Maximum Anniversary Policy Value will eventually determine
the amount of your lifetime withdrawals as explained in
the Withdrawal Phase. Your policy surrender value will not
be affected by the Premium Accumulation Value or the
Maximum Anniversary Policy Value.
Annual Reset
On each policy anniversary during the accumulation phase,
your Premium Accumulation Value can be “reset” to your
policy value—if your policy value is greater.
A reset locks in your gains and starts a new
10-year period.
This increases the time that your Premium Accumulation
Value is guaranteed to grow at a 5% annual compounded
rate of return, assuming no withdrawals.
Annual Reset: Locks in any potential gains and provides
downside protection.

Reset
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End of Policy Year
Premium Accumulation Value
Maximum Anniversary Value
Policy Value at 0%
An increase in the cost of the rider will take effect upon
reset if the current cost for new policy issues is greater. You
may choose to “opt out” of the annual reset unless we are
increasing charges for new and existing policies.

If there is a reset at any time in the Accumulation
Phase, a new 10-year period begins.

Withdrawal Flexibility During the Accumulation Phase
You have the flexibility to take one withdrawal per policy
year during the Accumulation Phase. This ensures access
to your money if you need it and allows you to delay the
start of the Withdrawal Phase. A withdrawal will reduce the
Premium Accumulation Value and Maximum Anniversary
Policy Value proportionately by the amount of the withdrawal
to the policy value, and there is no guaranteed 5% return on
the Premium Accumulation Value in the year a withdrawal
is made. The 5% guaranteed return on the Premium
Accumulation Value will be available starting the next policy
year provided no withdrawals are taken in that year.
You won’t pay taxes on earnings until you begin
withdrawals, usually at retirement. For Individual Retirement
Accounts (IRAs) the premium is also tax-deferred until you
begin withdrawals.

withdrawal phase
As soon as 30 days after the issue of your policy or after the
rider date, you may choose to move to the Withdrawal Phase
and begin lifetime withdrawals. At that time, your Benefit
Base will be determined, and you will receive a percentage
of that Benefit Base as your Lifetime Withdrawal Benefit
Amount (LWBA).
Benefit Base
The Benefit Base is established at the beginning of the
Withdrawal Phase, and is the maximum of the:
• Policy Value
• Premium Accumulation Value
• Maximum Anniversary Policy Value

Benefit Base: Largest of the 3 Value
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End of Policy Year
Benefit Base
Premium Accumulation Value
Maximum Anniversary Policy Value
Policy Value
0% Gross Rate of Return
Lifetime withdrawals will impact your Policy Value, Your
benefit base will decrease only in the case of a withdrawal
in excess of your LWBA. Your rider charge will not change
once you enter the withdrawal phase.
Lifetime Withdrawal Benefit Amount
Your Lifetime Withdrawal Benefit Amount (LWBA) is based
on a percentage of the “Benefit Base.”
Lifetime Withdrawal
Benefit Amount (LWBA)

=

Benefit
Base

x

Lifetime
Distribution
Factor

This percentage is determined by your attained age at the
beginning of the Withdrawal Phase (attained age of youngest
spouse for joint spousal) and is locked in for life. The charge
for the GLWB2 rider will also be locked in for life.

The hypothetical examples on these pages do not reflect the past
or future performance of any investment portfolio. They assume no
additional purchase payments, rider charges, mortality and expense
risk charges, administrative charges or underlying portfolio expenses.
Actual Premium Accumulation Values may vary. A zero percent gross
rate of return is included on the graphs for comparison purposes to
show you what would happen to your policy value in a flat market.
Remember that your LWBA is based on your Benefit Base, not your
policy value.
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Lifetime Distribution Factor

6.00%
5.50%
5.25%

guaranteed phase

5.00%
4.50%
4.00%
3.50%
50-54 55-59 60-64 65-69

70-74

75-79

80+

Attained Age at the Onset of the Withdrawal Phase

Your LWBA does not affect your Benefit Base. Once
established, your LWBA is guaranteed, provided no excess
withdrawals are taken.
Even if the market is down or flat, or if your policy value
is reduced to zero, you will continue to receive your
guaranteed withdrawals (LWBA) for life.
Your LWBA can increase based on potential account
value growth or additional deposits—even after
withdrawals begin.
Step-Up of Benefit Base
On each policy anniversary during the Withdrawal
Phase, we will compare your policy value to the Benefit
Base. If the policy value is greater than the Benefit Base,
we will automatically increase the Benefit Base to equal
your policy value and recalculate the LWBA, which will
increase your LWBA.
Example
Let’s consider an individual who decides to enter the
Withdrawal Phase at age 70 and whose Benefit Base has
reached $300,000.
Initial Lifetime Withdrawal Benefit Amount
$300,000

x

5.25%

=

$15,750/12

=

Benefit Base		
Lifetime				
			 Distribvution				
			Factor

$1,312.50
Monthly
Income

If at the end of the policy year, even after being reduced
by monthly systematic withdrawals and policy charges,
the policy value has increased over the initial $300,000
Benefit Base, the policy owner would get an automatic
Step Up in Benefit Base to the policy value and the LWBA
would be recalculated.
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This recalculation happens automatically on the policy
anniversary date. No action is required by the policy owner.
As a result your LWBA has the opportunity to increase but
never will go down unless excess withdrawals are taken.

This phase follows the Withdrawal Phase when the policy
value reaches zero. During this phase, your LWBA will
continue to be paid until the death of the last surviving
Covered Person, offering guaranteed income protection for
life. If the last surviving Covered Person dies and the policy
value is zero, your guaranteed withdrawals will continue to
be paid to the beneficiary you choose until any Remaining
Balance is zero, providing a possible legacy for your heirs.
During this phase no additional premiums will be accepted,
the rider will no longer provide annual step-ups, but the
withdrawal amount (LWBA) will remain the same.

Death Benefit
Upon the death of the last Covered Person and provided
the rider is not in the Guaranteed Phase, the beneficiary can
elect to receive either the Death Benefit as provided by the
policy or the distribution of any Remaining Balance. If the
Remaining Balance option is chosen, it will be distributed to
the beneficiary through the payment of the LWBA until the
Remaining Balance is zero.

Start Planning Your Retirement
Strategy Now
With the Ameritas Advisor No-Load VA and GLWB2 rider,
you have control and flexibility to protect your retirement
assets while you receive a guaranteed source of income for
your lifetime and that of your spouse if you choose the joint
spousal option. Your retirement assets can be one of the
largest and most important assets you will ever own, and
you can count on us to help you insure it.

important definitions
This glossary is to help you better understand the
terms used to describe to GLWB2 rider.
Age Nearest Birthday. The actual age rounded to the
nearest full number of years. For example, actual age of 49
years, 6 months is age 50 nearest birthday and 85 years,
6 months is age 86 nearest birthday. The GLWB2 can only
be issued to individuals with age nearest birthday between
ages 50 and 85.
Benefit phases are defined as:
• 	Accumulation Phase. The period of time between
the Rider Date and the first date of the Withdrawal
Phase. The rider will remain in the Accumulation
Phase for at least 30 days.
Phase. The period of time beginning
with the occurrence of the first withdrawal as
outlined in the Withdrawal Phase section of the rider.

• 	Withdrawal

•	Guaranteed

Phase. The period of time during
which Lifetime Withdrawal Benefit Amount payments
continue to be made, although the policy value has
been reduced to zero.

Benefit Base. The amount used in conjunction with
the lifetime distribution factor to determine the Lifetime
Withdrawal Benefit Amount. The Benefit Base is
determined at the beginning of the Withdrawal Phase and
the initial benefit is equal to the greatest of the following:
•
•
•

Policy Value
Premium Accumulation Value
Maximum Anniversary Policy Value

Covered Person(s) means:
• The owner(s) of the policy; or
•	The annuitant(s) if the owner of the policy is a nonnatural person, such as a trust, or
•	The named spouses at the time the joint spousal
option is selected. Once the policy is issued, no
changes to the Covered Persons will be permitted.
Excess Withdrawal. The portion of any withdrawal taken
during the Withdrawal Phase that makes the total of all
withdrawals in a policy year exceed the current Lifetime
Withdrawal Benefit Amount in that policy year.

Lifetime Withdrawal Benefit Amount (LWBA). The
maximum amount that can be withdrawn under this rider
during a policy year without reducing the Benefit Base.
Maximum Anniversary Policy Value. The highest policy
value on any policy anniversary during the premium
accumulation period (currently 10 years, however we may
change the length of this period) after the later of the Rider
Date or the most recent reset date.
Premium Accumulation Value. The sum of premiums paid
accumulated at an annual compound rate of interest for a
10-year period during the Accumulation Phase beginning
with the later of the policy date, the rider date or the most
recent reset date. The rate of interest is:
• 	5%
•

for the policy year in which no withdrawal is taken.
0% for the policy year in which a withdrawal is taken.

The initial Premium Accumulation Value is equal to the
premiums paid at issue of the policy.
Remaining Balance. The most recently determined Benefit
Base minus the sum of all withdrawals made since the
later of the beginning of the Withdrawal Phase or the most
recent step-up of the Benefit Base. The Remaining Balance
will never be less than zero.
Rider Charge. The rider charge is deducted monthly and is
calculated as follows:
Annual Rider Charge/12 x Rider Charge Base
Rider Charge Base (RCB).
Accumulation Phase: The RCB is the initial premium
received at the time the policy is issued. If you add the
GLWB2 rider after issue, the RCB is set to equal the policy
value as of the Rider Date. A new RCB will be established
on each subsequent policy anniversary date and will be
equal to the maximum of the Policy Value, Maximum
Anniversary Policy Value or Premium Accumulation Value.
During the policy year, the RCB will be increased by any
additional premium received and decreased proportionally
by a withdrawal.
Withdrawal Phase: the RCB is equal to the Benefit Base.
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Ameritas Life Insurance Corp.
Ameritas Advisor Services
P.O. Box 81889
Lincoln, NE 68501-1889
800-255-9678
ameritasdirect.com
Ameritas Advisor No-Load VA (Form 6150) and optional rider, Guaranteed Lifetime Withdrawal Benefit (Form GLWBRVA
3-12) are issued by Ameritas Life Insurance Corp. and underwritten by affiliate Ameritas Investment Corp. Variable annuities
are suitable for long-term investing, particularly for retirement, and are subject to investment risk, including possible loss
of principal.
Before investing, carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses, and other important
information about the policy issuer and underlying investment options. This information can be found in the policy and
investment option prospectuses. Read the prospectuses carefully before investing.
Guarantees are based upon the claims-paying ability of the issuing company and do not apply to the investment
performance or account value of the underlying variable portfolios. Withdrawals are taxed as ordinary income and
withdrawals prior to age 59½ may be subject to additional penalties.
This brochure must be accompanied or preceded by an Ameritas No-Load Variable Annuity product guide and
product prospectus.
This information is provided by Ameritas, which is a marketing name for subsidiaries of Ameritas Mutual Holding Company, including, but not limited to,
Ameritas Life Insurance Corp. and Ameritas Investment Corp.
Ameritas® and the bison design are registered service marks of Ameritas Life Insurance Corp. Fulfilling life® is a registered service mark of Ameritas
Holding Company.
© 2015 Ameritas Mutual Holding Company

